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ABSTRACT

We show that the Wilson line operators in topological field theories form a fusion algebra.
In general, the fusion algebra is a relation among the fusing (F) matrices. In the case of the SU(2)
WZW model, some special F matrix elements are found in this way, and the remaining F matrix
elements are then determined up to a sign. In addition, the S(j) modular transformation of the one
point blocks on the torus is worked out. Our results are found to agree with those obtained from
the quantum group method.



1. Introduction

Polynomial equations^ are found to play an important role in the study of

the two dimensional conformal field theories!2'31. Verlinde's workM on the fusion

algebra is the first indication that there may be new ways classifying conformal field

theories. This idea has been further pursued by Moore and SeibergW, by setting up a

set of polynomial equations with each solution corresponding to a certain conformal

field theory. In fact, the duality transformations!0"7! appearing in the polynomial

equations are found to be closely related to the generators of the quantum group'""1 '

when g is a root of the unit. More recently, Wittenl13' has shown that to every

2+1 topological Chern-Simons(CS) theory I'4' one can associate a two dimensional

conformal field theory. The inverse statement is also believed to be true'15'. Thus,

the classification of the 2D conformal field theories is identical to that of the 2+1

topological CS theories. It is also argued in rcfs.[lG] and [18] that the finite topological

field theories in 2 + 1 dimensions should all be of the CS form.

Although there has been steady progress in understanding relations between

quantum groups and the 2D conformal field theories, the profound meaning of the

quantum group remains obscure. There appears also some more technical problems.

For example, what are the conditions for the fusion algebra to be associated with

a certain conformal field theory? To which extent the fusion algebra'4'101 could

determine the solutions of the polynomial equations? A general answer remains

unclear to us. However, in this paper we try to shed some light on these problems by

applying a method developed by us recently!17'18!. It can be shown that by applying

the fusion algebra on the one and two point conformal blocks on the torus, one can

recover some of the pentagon identities. In particular, we explicitly work out the case

of the SU(2) WZW model. Just starting with the fusion algebra, one can find a set

of SU(2) F matrix elements, The remaining F matrix elements can be determined

up to a sign by our method. In addition, the S[j) modular transformation of the one

point blocks on the torus can be completely worked out.

The main ingredient of our method is the generalized Verlinde operator!*], which,

in terms of the topological CS theories, is just the Wilson line operator. The Wilson

line operator acts linearly o:i the states in the llilbert space, which consists of the

conformal blocks on the Riemann surfaces. Us matrix elements in general depend on

the duality transformations'17-18!. Just as in the case of the torus, the generalized

Verlinde operators (Wilson line operators) form a closed, commutative and associa-

tive algebra, namely, the fusion algebra!4'10'. Therefore there are particular equations

among the duality matrix elements associated with the Wilson line operators. If we

take the Hilbert space to be that of the one point conformal blocks on the torus,

the equations we obtained arc just some special pentagon identities'1'. We found

that these equations can be solved, in particular, for the SU(2) group. In addition,

the fusion algbra is diagonized by the S(j) modular transformation of the one point

blocks on the torus. Hence S[j) is also determined by the fusion algebra.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section two we briefly review the relations

between the topological CS theory in 2+1 dimensions and the conformal field theory

in two dimensions. In section three, we argue that the Wilson line operators form a

fusion algebra, which is the same as that of the corresponding conformal field theory

and the quantum group. Although our argument in this section has already appeared

in refs.[l7,18], we found it illuminating to put the main formulas in a compact form.

We shall also show how to derive the fusion algebra from the pentagon identities. The

main results in this paper is presented in section four, where the explicit calculations

are carried out on a subset of the fusing matrix elements, and the S(j) transforma-

tions. Our results are found to agree with those obtained from the quantum group

method'0'10!. In section five, we give our conclusions and speculations.

1. Topological Chorn-Sinions theories and 2D conformal field theories

In this section we brieiiy review the relationship between the three dimensional

Chern-Simons theory and the two dimensional conformal field theories. Some relevant

results in ref.[l3] are quoted here. More detailed discussion can be found in ref.[14|.

We shall consider the WZW model of a given compact, simply connected and

simply laced group G. Let A be a. connection of the principle G-bundle on a three
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manifold M. The Lagrangian for the topological Chern-Simons theory,

£ = ~ / TT{A AdA + \A*),
4TT JM 3

is invariant under gauge transformations connected to the identity,

(2.1)

(2.2)

Since for compact simple group, the third homolopy group irjfG) ~ Z, L is not

invariant under the gauge transformations with nontrivial winding numbers,

— C + of windings). (2.3)

In order the quantized version of the Chern-Simons form, eq.(2.1), to be well denned,

k is required to take only the integral values. In that case, k is identified with the

level of the Kac-Moody algebra.

To fix the gauge, we take the axial gauge Ao = 0. L is reduced to

(2.4)[
M

To quantize the theory canonicalSy, we take the three manifold M to be R x E. The

constraint •$&• = 0 gives the Gaussian law,

*\i = 0. (2.5)

The reduced phase space is the space of the flat connections. For compact

three manifold M, the reduced phase space modulo the gauge transformations is of

finite dimension. To quantize the theory caiioiiically, we shall consider the Kahler

polarization, which is intimately related to the complex structure on the Riemann

surface S. Since the theory does not depend on a specific conformal structure, we shall

consider all possible conformal structures. The space of the conformal structures is

the moduli space of the Riemann surface. At a point of the moduli space, the Hitbert

space coincides with the fiber of a (projectively) flat holomorphic vector bundle. As

shown by D.Friedan and S. Shenkerl2"!, the later is the same as the space of the

conformal blocks on the Riernann surface E. So there is an isomorphism between

the Hilbert space of the 2+1 topological CS theory on R x E and the space of the

conformal blocks of the 2D conformal field theory on E.

The moduli space is the quotient of theTechniller space by the modular group.

A flat vector bundle over it can be compietely determined by its twist properties

under the modular group, i.e. the modular transformations. Knowing all the modular

transformations for a given genus, one can in principle construct the flat bundle over

the moduli space. The ccmfonnal blocks are just the holomorphic sections of the

bundle.

We recall what has been defined for A vector in the Hilbert space on a Riemann

surface for the topological CS theory. On the sphere (without punctures) the Hilbert

space is one dimensional. On the torus the llilbert space is isomorphic to the space

of characters. Consider the solid torus with the boundary E. The vector in the

Hilbert space corresponding to the character Xi >s given by the path integral with

the insertion of the Wilson line W^(i), where the loop b is parallel to the 6 cycle on

the torus. In a three manifold, given a loop C, the Wilson line is defined as the

holonomy around C

Wi{C) = TnPexp I A. (2.6)

We define the state generated by path integral without the insertion of the Wilson

lines as the vacuum state, |0). The other states are generated with the action of the

Wilson line operator r,(4) on the vacuum state (equivalent to the insertion of the

Wilson line in the path integral formalism),

The state |i) is a functional of the boundary conditions. The character x(T]

is its wave function, where r is the moduli parameter characterizing the conforma!

structures on the boundary. The inner product of two states in the Hilbert space is

denned by gluing two solid tori dlong the boundaries, identifying the corresponding

homology cycles, and with the orientation of the boundary for the conjugate state

reversed. The final result is a path integral in a closed three manifold M = S1 x S2
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in the presence of the Wilson lines. Our convention is to choose the basis vectors to

be orthonormal, i.e. {i\j) = 6*-

Since the Hilbert space is finite dimensional, not all the representations would be

allowed to be associated with the Wilson lines. Those that do appear in the theory

are called the integral representations.

For a Riemann surface of higher genus, one considers the handlebody with the

boundary E. Instead of loops, open Wilson lines are joined with invariant couplings

to form graphs'13'. The vectors in the Hilbert space are given by the path integrals

with the insertions of these graphs. Note that in the path integrals, one must use a

specific framing, here we adopt the prescription given in ref.[L3],

3. Wilson line operators and fusion algebra

The Wilson line operator may be viewed as the generalized Verlinde operator.

In particular, they form the fusion algebra. To prove this, consider the action of the

Wilson line operator on a basis vector of the confonnal blocks. Continuously shrink

the Wilson line into the three dimensional handlebody. By duality transformations

we shall get a new vector, which is a linear combination of the basis vectors. The

inner product of the new vector with the basis vectors defines the matrix elements

of the Wilson line operator. Now consider the successive actions of two Wilson line

operators. According to the above definition, the two actions commute. Moreover,

we want to show that they form a commutative and associative algebra,

r,(c)rv,(c) = £<' ,2>(c) , (3-1)
• / '

where NqV, is the fusion rule. To show this, cut out from the handlebody the solid

torus which contains the two Wilson lines. Since the Hilbert space on the torus,

which is just the boundary of the solid torus cut out, is generated by single Wilson

line insertions, we can expand the product of the two Wilson line operators as a linear

combination of single Wilson line insertions,

The coefficient A'',, can be determined by the expectation value of the three Wilson

line operators, {Q\T,^TqT^\0), which corresponds to the path integral in S2 x 5 ' with

insertions of the Wilson lines W,t, W,,,, H > along the S1 direction. We then find

that j t£, - N&.

It is clear from our definition that the fusion algebra, is associative and commu-

tative. So the T/s can be simultaneously diagonisiftd. Their eigenvalues form the one

dimensional fusion algebra.

(3-1) one dimensional fusion algebra

To find the one dimensional fusion iilgebru, consider a Wilson line IV;(C") in a

ball B3. The corresponding stale is denoLeil by ()},. The (uimornializcd) expectation

value of W;(C) in 5 3 is (0\rl\(C"}\0) (0|0)» Sj[:Y\. Here the conventions in

ref.[ 131 have been used to normalize the Wilson line operators, and S is the modular

transformation of the zero point blocks on the torus'22! under T —> — ~. Define

the action of the Wilson line operator T,,(C) on the state |0); to be linking the

Wilson line Wi[C) with the Wilson line W,-(C). Their expectation value in S2 is

(0|rv(C)|0)i = 55J13!. Since the llilberl space on the sphere is one dimensional, we

deduce that

7",,(C)|0), - A);'|0);, where X* - | ^ . (3.2)

Knowing the eigenvalues of the Wilson line operator, we can write down the one

dimensional fusion algebra.,

K V - 2-'W- (3.3)
'/"

(3-2) Fusion algebra on genus one confonnal blocks.

Consider the action of the Wilson line operator on the genus one conformal

blocks. In the case of the zero point block, we recover the Verlinde operator,

In this representation, the fusion algebra is generated by the fusion rules,

(3.4)

(3.5)



(3-3) Fusion algebra on the one point blocks on the torus.

The state in the Hilbert space of the one point blocks on the torus can be

represented graphically,

(3.6)

To calculate the matrix elements of the Wilson line operator on the one point

blocks on the torus, we make use of the duality transformations. It is found in ref.|l8]

that

(3.7)

Here the F matrices are defined by

m

It is noted in ref.[13] that the expectation value of the following graph
d

VSooSoo

(3.8)

(3.9)

has the tetrahedron symmetry. From eq.(3.7), the fusion algebra on one point blocks

on the torus can be written as

One may ask if the fusion algebra in the form of the eq.(3.10) is consistent with

the polynomial equations!1!. The answer is yes. Eq.(3.10) can be obtained from the

pentagon identities by using the orthogonality of the fusing matrices. In terms of

fusing matrices, the pentagon identities appear in the following form,

..£?., V' -FV' T
(3.11)

The orthogonality condition we want to use can be written in such a form,

(3.12)

In eq.(3.1l), let r = l,i = p,n =- <],a --• e,b - f and sum over e , / and g. We

then have

P J

E
.-.J.I (3.13)

Using eq.(3.12) we can write the l.h.s. of e<i.(3.12) into tlie following form,

(3.14)

where Cjjy is the set of the different coupling types pertaining to the Hilbert space

J/yj. of the three punctured sphere. By the tetrahedron symmetry releted to the

fusing matrices, it is possible to combine eqs.(3.13) and (3.14) into the desired form

of the fusion algebra, eq.(3.10). By letting m=0, we recover the usual fusion algebra

generated by the fusion rules, eq.(3.5).

(3-4) Two point blocks on the torus

T



We choose the basis vectors for the two point blocks on the torus to be

By duality transformations similar to the one point block case, we found,

Tq[b)\i,j,a,b)nm =

» J1

J 9 J < l r
(3-15)

Notice that the same matrix element can also be obtained by fusing the two

external lines first, then apply the result of the one point block, and finally transform

it back to a linear combination of the basis vectors. The final result is

(3.16)

Equating eq.(3.15) with eq.(3.16) we recover some of the pentagon identities,

<»/' r ., ] P'i I" -i m ] ' ' ' " '

"",. ""' ( 3 - 1 5 )

[
This proves again that the fusion algebra we have considered is encoded in the pen-

tagon identities.
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/,. SU(2) FUSION ALGEBRA AND FUSING MATRICES

We have shown in the previous section tliut. t.he? fusion algebra is consistent with

the polynomial equations, This is not surprising, SIIILC the action of the Wilson line

operator involves the duality transformations. The polynomial equations are just the

consistent conditions of the duality transformations. A natural question then arise,

can we solve some of the polynomial equations, starting with the fusion algebra? A

general answer is still missing. However, we, shall work out the SU{2) case as an

example to show that the fusion algebra indeed plays a prominent role in solving the

polynomial equations. For SU(2) WZW model, the entry of the fusion rule is either

zero or one, and the fusion algebra on the one point blocks, eq.(3.10), has a simple

form,

E n \ n j 1 ,, fn ' 1 v - ,.„" ,,

Notice that in SO(2) theory we need not sum ovrr different couplings. In addition, the

SU(2) theory is self-conjugate BO that wo need not. distinguish j from j representation.

Define the matrices r m ' s to be

(4.2)

We reserve the letter n as the labeling of the external line (2n + 1 is the dimension

of the SU(2) representation) in the one point block (see eq.(3.6)) in this section.

According to the fusion rule, the representation of tho internal lines of the one point

blocks are restricted to i = n,n + l,...,fc - n, where t is twice the isospin according

to our convention (the dimension of tho t representation is j 4 1). Eq.(4.1) can be

written in the following matrix form,

TmT,n. - (4.3)

It is clear from the fusion algebra that the 7',,,'s, m > 1, are determined by 7\

by the following iteration,

11
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where for convenience we have set 7'_j - Tk+i =• 0- Solving eq.(4.4) for Tm's, we

found that

m — 2i J

Where ( m ~ ' . ] = (^"^||j;,i, [v] is the integer part of y . I n the remaining of the

section we shall work out the explicit form of the TV matrix as well as the S[n) matrix

which diagonize the Ti matrix.

Since (Ti)i,- = 0 unless N3
U t 0, we may represent the JV x JV dimensional matrix

Ti in the following form,

xri

0 xn+l (4.6a)

where the rank of TV is JV = k •••• 2n -\- 1. The reason that TV is a symmetric matrix

will be explained later. Alternatively, we can write down the matrix elements of 7\,

( j i j i j - ^ t J j j _ j X i _ i 1 Oy. i+ i^ i - ^4.boy

Notice that according to our convention i,j ~ n,n \- 1, ...,fc - n, and i,4-i = 2i[-,i =

0. The matrix of the form, eq.(4.6) (the diagonal elements are not necessarily zero),

is called the tridsagonal form. The detailed discussion of the diagonalizatton of such

a matrix can be found in the iitnrature|2'L The relevant facts are the following:

(1) When the eigenvalues of the matrix IV are known, the Xi's and the S[n)

matrix elements are determined up to a normalized vector £i,n(rc),«' = n,n + 1, ...,Ar —

n.

(2) When TV is positive and symmetric about its middle point, i.e. if Zi =

ijt- j- i > 0, then Sitn(n) is uniquely determined, so are the ij's and S(rt),y.

The sketch of the proof of the above statements can be found later in this section.

However, we want to show first that Ti has the middle point symmetry and is thus

determined solely by its eigenvalues. This amounts to prove the following:

12

i)Ti is symmetric about the main diagonal, i.e. 'J\ = Tj.

n]Ti is symmetric about the secondary diagonal (top right-bottom left), Xi =

Xk-i-i- Thus Ti is symmetric about the middle point.

To prove i) we merely has to make use of the tetrahedron symmetry of the fusion

matrices (multiplied by some suitable factors as in rcf.[l3], see eq.(3.9)),

To prove ii) is equivalent to show that (Ti)ij- -.--- (Ti)jt_;x-j- This symmetry is

closely related to the Z? autoinorphism of the Dynkio diagram for the SU(2) Kac-

Moody algebra, whose generators associated with the simple roots are denoted as J^

and Jj~. The automorphism between the two SU(2) subalgcbra,

determines an isomorphism between the two representation spaces of the curent al-

gebra, |j) —• \k — j), where j is twice the highest weight of the SU(2) representation.

In conformal field theories, this isomorphism is niarle by tlie spectral flow. In topo-

logical CS theory, we found that the same isomorphism is generated by the Wilson

line operator 2V Notice that, from the HU(2) fusion algebra, T^ — i can be inserted

as an identity operator. Moreover,

So we have

If we can make

- j). (4.7)

(4.8)

where A is a constant independent of i, then the second property of Ti is proved.

Suppose Tk\i) = Xi\k - i). Because Tjj ~ 1 and Tk - T"[, it can be shown that

13



AiAfc_; = 1, Aj - >*k-i- Since A? = 1, we can make a diagonal similarity trans-

formation to make A; to be un overall plus or minus sign. The correct sign should

be in consistence with the determinant of 1\. In this way, the phase factors of the

conformal blocks are completely fixed by our convention.

From the above discussion, we know that Th can be represented in such a form,

can be diagonized by 6>'(n),

TK -

{ I)'
where

The determinant of Tk and Â  can be calculated.

Det(T*) = \N(-l)iL1^-Ll, Det(A,J - ( ~ l ) " w ( - l ) i t ^ -

Since the two determinants should have the same value, we may let

A = ( - l ) " .

Combining eqs.(4.9)~(4.13), we obtain a constraint for S[n),

Now we turn to the problem of diagonizing T\,

T, = S[n)A.L$-l(n).

The eigenvalues of Tj are known,

A t = diag(7') =•; ©;*!* ' , where A1/1 = 2 cos ^

14

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

Physically, S(n) is the modular transformation of tin' oni- point block X;™ (

We have the following consistent conditions for A'(K),

S2{n) = (5{n)T)3 -= ( - ] ) " e - (4.17)

where T is the modular transformation under r -» r 4 1 and C is the charge conjuga-

tion matrix. In refs.[l5,16l we have found that S(n) is closely related to the Wilson

line operators,

From the symmetry of the fusing matrices, T,:(b)ij ;- 7',J('J)/, , we deduce

To make Our notation easier, we shall define

S(n) -

(4.19)

(4.20)

So that it is possible to make S(n) to be a real symmetric orthogonal transformation

and satisfying S~l(n) = S[n). However in the following we shall abuse our notation

to write S in the place where we mean S{n).

Eqs.(4.15) and (4.16) are equivalent to the following iteration,

x S' +xS - $• Aljl (4 21)

In particular, let j — n, eq.(4.21) can be solved to express x^s in terms of iSi.^'s.

Substituting the expression for z;'s into cq.(4.2l) for j > n, Stj (j > n) can in turn

be determined in terms of S;,tV Hence the statement (l) given at the beginning of

this section is proved. To prove the atatumunt, (2), we huvc to consider the following

fact. Define
adj(T) = T-'Det{7"), X j(

15
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where Ti[i,]} is a (j — i + 1)~ dimensional matrix whose matrix element is defined

by

(Ti(i,j)),,n - ( T , ) , M 1 i<l,m<j. (4.23)

It is possible to show that'21',

While by direct calculation we could also find that

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28o)

(4.286)

(4.29)

Substituting A/' = 2cos fejjr into eq.(4.29), we found a simple formula for the

Combining eqs.(4.24) and (4.25) we have

X'(A ['>),?,„£„; - Xi , , , - l (^ l / l )^

In particular we have

Using eqs.(4.14) and (4.27), we have an expression for S^-

where /3 is determined by the normalization condition,

k-n

Notice that x'(Ai ) can be expressed by the eigenvalues of Tlt

ratio

|i + 2J
(4.30)

16

where [»] = sin j ^ / s i n jq^, is a q integer. liqs.{'l.2<J-:!O) dfttemiine

X t A ' ' l 1J |i + l| [ 2H t 1
It' - 71.1!I - n !

i + l][i + H -l- 1]!
(4.31)

'(Ai"1)
+11

where | j j . T J ] ^ ; [0]! . 1.
Without loss of generality, wu can sot S^j > 0 (this is consistent with our

convention, eq.(4.14)),

Since from eq.(4.19), 5,T, — S,,,-, the statciuuiit (2) is also proved.

Substituting eq.(4.32) into eq(1.21) for j •-- n, by iteration, we found the expres-

sion for i;'s

2]!
j + n + 1]!

(4.33)

Now consider the most general iteration, eq.(4.2I). For fixed j , this is a three term

iteration for SXxj, j > n.

Define

^f,(j) satisfy the following equations,

However, by inspection, we found that

equations. So we deduce that'

17

(4.35)

defined in eq.(4.22) satisfy similar

r — • (4.36)

I



Now we can compare our results with those oL>Ui.ine<i (roin the quantum group

method'0'10!. Their results give

\i •- n -f 2] (4.37)

In order that our formula, eq.(4.33), should give the same result as above, we only

have to check the following identity,

[n
.w-J

\j - f t ]!
f 4 3

[» + n +• 2]! f ^

But this can be proved by induction on the index t. So our results agree with those

authors'in refs.[9.101. Having proved eq.(4.^8) we can uso a simpler expression for Xi,

[ ft "̂ 1

i a

by eq.(4.4). Since the fusion algebra can be derived from the polynomial equations,

the Tm's (m > 1) are uniquely determined by eq.(-l.-l) in terms of Ti, though we have

not found an explicit way to compare our results in eq.(4.4) with the other authors'.

Finally, using eq.(4.37), we work out explicitly Lhe normalization factor in eq.{4.28b)

to find an expression for S^r The final results give

- n fc - n

(4.39)

ir--2»-i[jt + i|!|2n + I ] ! [ i - n]\

When n = 0, eq.(4.39) reduces to the usual S modular transformations for the

characters of the SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra'22 ',

2

2Aj(sin j — )k + l\k -I- 1|! fc+2

where use has been made of the following identity,

fc+i
2k+> TT sin -^ -• k 4 2.

i + 1

k + 21

2

(4.40)

(4.41}

IS

From Coulomb gas approach, G. I'elder and it. yilvotti'"3' obtained a formula, for

the S(J) modular transformation of tJic minimal con formal field theories. From

their results, one can extract, thy formula for llie S(n) rnodular transformation of the

SU(2) WZW models. The reason is that the minimal models aro coset constructions

of the SU(2) current algebra, so their modular transformations factorize into the

SU(2) theories'15 '. It would be very interesting to compare our formula for S(n),

eq.(4.36), with theirs in ref.[23].

5. Conclusions and speculat ions

In this paper we have shown how the fusion algebra is closely related to the

polynomial equations. In fact, by ins|joc!.inn the fusion algebra on the one point

conformal blocks on the torus, which aro found to Ix; just, special cases of the pentagon

identities, we have managed to find some of the fusion matrix elements of the form

Fij . . We may ask ourselves, do we get more information about the other

fusion matrix elements by considering the fusion algebra on two point conformal

blocks on the torus? The answer is yes. In section 3, we have shown that for the

two point blocks on the torus, we recovered more pentagon identities from the fusion

algebra and duality transformations. In particular, let. m ••- n in eq(3.15). we shall

get the following equations.

E M l ' • )•'„• t'ii- (5.1)

Notice that in SU(2) theory we need not sum over different couplings. Next by the

tetrahedron symmetry'13' of the; quantity \ / | l ; -^-F^,^ ,2 3 , we can rewrite

eq.(5.1) to find an explicit expression for the square of the fusion matrix elements,

P J
i, in

p n
i I

P J
n k (5.2)

Here the F's in the r.h.s. of eq.(5.2) are known by the fusion algebra. Yet the relative

signs of the F's in the l.h.s. of eq.(5.2) are difficult to determine within the framework

of our method.



Another question is how to generalize our technique to groups other than SU(2).

In that case we could proceed in a similar way. But what we get will not be the

expression for a single fusion matrix (dement but a sum over different couplings

is needed (see eqs.(3.7~10)). To distinguish among the fusion matrix elements with

different couplings may involves more polynomial equations other than those obtained

from the fusion algebra. This seems to indicate that the fusion algebra alone does

not determine the solutions of the polynomial equations completely.

There are some more interesting problems. We have found in refs.[l7,18] that

the S(n) modular transformations tan be expressed as linear combinations of the

fusion matrix elements. So it should be possible to prove if such an expression for

S(n) satisfy the consistency conditions, eq.(4.17). VVe find that this can be proved

by some fundamental moves as well as quantum group method'2'1).
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